G O to God in prayer
O PEN up a conversation
O BSERVE and admire what they believe
D ESCRIBE what you believe
N OTE your testimony
E XAMINE if that has happened to them
W ELCOME them to trust in Jesus
S HOW them what to do next
*Training video found at vimeo.com/202985239

NOTES: GOODNEWS / IS THERE A HIGHER POWER?

Non-threating questions to engage and atheist in a conversation
- What makes you most excited about being an atheist?
- Do you ever feel judged by others for rejecting the existence of God?
- Why have you chosen to not believe in the existence of God?
- Will you go wherever the evidence leads? (Even in opposition to your worldview?)
- Many scientists conclude the evidence points to a Designer. Think it’s possible?
- Ever considered that you could be wrong about God’s existence. Consequences?
- Is it okay with you if I share what I believe about our origins?
Areas You Can Admire an Atheist (Ways to engage/admire other worldviews visit dare2share.org/worldviews)
- Commitment to reason and logic.
- Willingness to wrestle with tough questions.
- Belief that no one person has all the answers.
- Courage to face life & its hardships without a belief in a loving and all-powerful God or an afterlife.
> Is Intent Prior to Content? (Ex: If Christianity were true would you be a Christian?)
> Is there really such thing as Atheist? Absolute Statement / Absolute Knowledge (Gold/China)
1. The evidence of CREATION
> Do you believe that Something made everything or Nothing made everything?
> Stonehenge / Ray: Building Builder / Painting Painter / Creation Creator
> Ask ?’s… What’s greatest scientific fact that convinced its right?
> Do you have any (scientific method) evidence for D-Evolution/Change of kind? [Obervable?]
2. The evidence of the BIBLE.
> Prophecies (Over 300. Odds of just 8 being fulfilled [10X17th Power / TX in Silver Dollars)
> Harmony (Novel Writer / Unity in answering difficult questions)
> Archeology (Dead Sea Scrolls, Manuscripts, Jerusalem, Jericho) - Historical (Steve/Jews/Pwrs/Jesus 2017)
3. The evidence of PERSONAL EXPERIENCE
> Stove Illustration
> Martyrs didn’t die for a theory. They KNEW the Lord.
4. The evidence of the CONSCIENCE
> God’s law is written on our heart
> Is it wrong to: murder, rape, molest, abuse, assault, steal, lie, cheat… Who says?

